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In this text, I am applying a measure discussed by Glyn Morrill in his text Incremental Processing and Acceptability (2000) on some typical test cases for predicting processing load. I repeat most examples from Morrill (2000), other test cases are collected from other courses which I have followed in the last 12 months. I will discuss the usability of the suggested measure and compare it to a quite generic alternative.

1 Performance measures

1.1 Introduction – Proof nets for CG

Competence and performance on language are often two quite different things: We know how language works (competence), but some sentences and constructions are very hard to understand or create – this is due to a lack of performance in the human language parser. Sentences that are hard for humans are often not sentences that are hard for processing by computers and vice versa. Psycholinguists are thus interested in predicting the processing load which some parsing task causes for humans. This helps to find out when texts feel ungrammatical or are hard to understand. If several ways of expressing one fact exist, we are interested in the preferred form both in production and understanding. With understanding we have the additional effect that there may be several ways to understand one and the same utterance, so we want to predict the preferred one (this does not need to be the most plausible one, as we will see below!).

Morrill proposes a measure which can be easily applied in systems using proof nets: More information on proof nets can be found for example in On the Semantic Readings of Proof-Nets (1996) by De Groote and Retoré. A proof net in this context is a graphical way of representing a sentence analysis, based on Categorial Gram-
way for humans to interpret the sentence. Many systems using Phrase Structure Trees parse our sentence like shown in this tree:

While quantifier scope is a problem that needs to be treated by special mechanisms in many systems (e.g. QSTORE in HPSG), the two readings just drop out of the CG / proof-net approach for us in form of the two possible axiom linkings:

CG treats the two quantifiers as NPs with the side effect of sentence modification, and the two possible linkings correspond with the order in which the quantifiers contribute to the meaning of our assertion about love. Morrill notices that the dispreferred reading has both the point with the most correlations (axiom links) to be held in memory and the highest consumption of memory × time. The idea is to sum up the number of axiom links spanning over each space between two words. Note that we start our parse with the pseudo-word $S^0$ (which means that we expect a sentence). In our example, the values are [1, 2, 3] for the first and [1, 4, 3] for the second reading. The idea is that the axiom links in a proof nets give a close approximation of the actual number of items a human sentence processor has to keep in short term memory. This extends to incremental processing as well: At each time (word), Morrill counts the links coming from or passing by from that point and to the right (future).

2 Evaluation of the memory load measure

2.1 Comments on a classic

I do not consider this measure to be completely "psychologically real" but it is an interesting approximation of human memory load. Consider for example the classical case of Garden Path sentences: "The horse raced past the barn fell." Without the "fell", the "past the barn" modifies the way of racing – in other words, the "past" is a word which modifies an action by mentioning a place. With the "fell", the reader has to re-interpret the first part of the sentence as being a big NP. In that case, "raced past a place" acts as a modifier on "horse".
This can be seen as “the horse (that was) raced past the barn” or as “the horse (that) raced past the barn”. The effect of the “that” being optional shows up quite often in English, and I suggest that the pending decision on whether a phonologically empty empty “that” has occurred also involves some processing load: In this CG framework, almost any case of the effect has to be treated by means of selecting another one of the lexical entries for a word (note that NP (“the horse (that was) raced”) can be handled by the same type of “raced” as NP (“the horse raced past the barn”): In the former case, most terminal nodes of “raced” are linked with each other, rendering the whole word into a simple adjective (with special word order), but with lots of bells and whistles that do not leave the local tree.

The measure of Morrill would thus consider “The horse raced fell.” to be relatively easy to parse. A computer trying to parse the sentence (such as the quite user-friendly system Grail – see Grail – An Automated Proof Assistant for Categorial Grammar Logics (1998) by Moort) still are likely to use lots of computing resources for trying other, not word-internal linkings. I think that this is not similar to the workings of a human parser. Rather, I suggest that there is a further lexical entry declaring “raced” as a plain special word order adjective.

There is a second problem in the same sentence: Replacing mixed-polarity pairs of S and NP by a new atomic type, we suddenly end up with a sharp decrease of the predicted memory load. One could argue that the mixed-polarity nature of our new type implies greater memory load, but the reduction of direct links between “raced” and “past” by a factor of two in this case certainly suggests a closer look.

One way to treat this problem would be to assume an infinite number of atomic types, each associated with a certain memory load (which could also depend on the direction – with or against the flow of time – which is completely ignored by Morrill). That way, “raced” and “past” might be analyzed as having very few terminal nodes (e.g. 3 and 2) but with some of the nodes requiring quite memory-heavy links. Of course, the ramifications of that suggestion involve lots of mathematical questions like: Will it still be possible to do the semantics construction and the wellformedness check properly with such lexicon entries? A further possibility would be to bundle nodes (if related to common links) only for the memory load measure. Using the bundling idea in some heuristics for deciding which linkings to try first could on the other hand improve the efficiency of software like Grail!

2.2 Success stories

Although there are lots of points to make about the psychological reality of the measure proposed by Morrill, it was successful both in predicting the preferred reading of “Someone loves everyone,” and in predicting a Garden Path effect in “The horse raced past the barn fell.” – even though the latter is achieved in a way that involves a lexical entry for “raced” that is likely to have heavy impact on memory load whenever it is used. The point which still is made by Morrill is that ending the sentence after “barn” gives a very tame proof net in terms of memory load, and adding the “fell” increases memory load a lot.

Looking at the two proof nets, the fact that we need both to revise a lexicon lookup and to re-link axiom links that were seen as closed as early as at the point when “past” is encountered is something that should influence our processing load measure as well. But if we stick with predicting the parsing complexity looking back from
when the proof net got completed, it has to be said that checking some overall memory load over time is quite a fine grained measure.

Another measure would be checking a maximal cut, that is, the maximum number of axiom links that have to be held open at any point during processing. In our example, we have a value of four for the “The horse . . . barn” and a value of six for the complete sentence. There are lots of other occasions where both measures give the same prediction, but in the end the memory load over time is better. As Morrill points out, it can correctly predict the preference for

a) “The chance (that the nurse (who the doctor supervised) lost the reports) bothered the intern.”

over b) “? The intern (who the chance (that the doctor lost the reports)) bothered supervised the nurse.”

which cannot be done using maximal cut alone. So Morrill sees the memory load measure as superior to maximal cut: The latter is for example employed in Proof nets and the complexity of processing center embedded constructions (1998) by

JOHNSON. Morrill explicitly refers to Johnson for comparison and shows memory load curves, but no proof nets for the two sentences in question. The peak is equivalent to the maximal cut (and equal for both sentences), but the area (memory load over time) differs, although not very much. Other measures could for example predict a larger difference in complexity based on penalties for certain constructions, using methods like pattern matching on Phrase Structure Trees.

2.3 Preferred readings: Adverb attachment

The memory load measure also fits nicely with comparing the preferred readings for sentences with multiple ways to attach adverbs, like “John said that Mary believed that Hans fell today.” Maximal cut does predict correctly that it is the falling that is most likely to be associated with “today”, but it does not predict differences between the two other readings. Memory load, on the other hand, increases significantly if the links which propagate the effect of “today” are stretched to attach to “Joe said”.

---

1 As a side note I must say that I do not have – or lost, due to too much exposure to strange linguistic effects – an intuition about the reasons of the extreme differences in parsing complexity.

2 It would be nice to have a reference to something in this style actually done for example with TAG, or a more conservative implementation using weighted cost-per-use on the CFG rules used to construct parse trees but I cannot provide one here and now!
While Phrase Structure Trees had a problem with quantifier scope in general and were not suitable to make predictions about readings of “Someone loves everyone.”, they do offer some insight in preferred readings of the mentioned adverb attachment example: Imagine attaching to “Joe said”: In order to connect the adverb there, we must predict the use of or actually use the $VP \rightarrow V \ (NP) \ ADV$ rule (variants would be $VP \rightarrow VP \ ADV$ or $S \rightarrow SADV$) if we want to stick with binary trees) very early / high in the Phrase Structure Tree, which is equivalent to keeping the unsaturated $ADV$ branch open for a long time.

Even if we propose $ADV$ adjuncts to be always expected for $VP$s, the low attachment preference could still be explained: Attaching “today” to the lowest $VP$ also means attaching it to the most recent constituent, which can be expected to be most salient if we treat short-term memory as some place where especially unused information fades away over time. This seems quite plausible: The other extreme would be to assume that information is put on some stack where information can spill over as new elements come in.

To be exact, the stack comparison is not to be taken too strict: At least some effects – for example cross-serial dependencies in Dutch and Swiss German – cannot be handled with plain Context Free Grammars and thus not with stack machines in their classic form. Either pipe-like memory handling is needed in addition to the stack handling, or we must use other ways of addressing short-term memory contents after all. One example would be addressing by function (such as agent / theme / ...) or content.

A classic among the predictors for preferred readings is Late Closure, as described in On comprehending sentences: Syntactic parsing strategies (1978) by Frazier. This is defined as follows:

**Late Closure:** When possible, attach incoming lexical items into the clause or phrase currently being processed (i.e. the lowest possible nontermi-
2.4 Pondering an approach based on Phrase Structure Trees

To pursue some direct (?) PST approach of predicting processing load a bit further, I list some issues which could be used in such a measure: The most obvious would be keeping track how many branches (or even nodes) are left open or dangling. In the case of intermediate nodes, we would call them open or unsaturated if they have open (not leading to terminal nodes) successors. The first example of this measure in action can be easily seen if we draw the PST for the adv verb attachment case mentioned above:

It can be seen that higher attachment causes one VP node to stay less saturated for longer – assuming it would be possible to retract the expectation for an ADV for the other VPs at the end of the sentence, otherwise we must assume that the parser would be most happy with three instances of “today” which seems to be quite implausible (among others due to the nesting pattern involved). So another approach is to assume an oracle that knows the final tree in advance. It would be similar to follow all combinations of VPs with and without ADV in parallel: Both models would predict completion of the higher attachment parses to be more complex.

A linear order oriented approach is using Late Closure as described above: New words are preferably combined with the currently active subtree. In most cases this means combination of words that are close to each other in terms of linear order. Combined measures could for example model Late Closure and tree-un-saturated-ness together taking into account which branches are outdated or fading away (due to increasing distance) or even abandoned. For example if we attach “today” to “Mary believed”, then “Hans fell” can no longer be the target of ADV attachment.

2.5 Three-site relative clause attachment

In a recent course we\textsuperscript{3} were doing research on the possibility to attach a relative clause to the middle one of three NPs in fragments such as: NP(“the apple by the tosti with the cheese that shined”).

Our research aimed to verify whether it is possible to communicate each of the possible attachments using only prosody. The fragments that we used are controlled for equal plausibility of the three cases (the NP above is a simplified variant which may void this property). In an additional experiment, we found that it is indeed possible to stress the middle NP in a string of the pattern NP PP PP (NP P NP P NP) in a way communicating this selection (middle NP is most important) to a listener. In fact, the problems to stress the third NP were greater.

The effects in the main experiment (fragments with relative clause) were quite interesting: It was very hard for the speakers to express anything else than “The apple (…) shined” while sticking to the given wording: One speaker could also convey attachment middle, another to the last NP reliably, and some speakers were unable to make the listeners understand at all. In this context, understanding is indicated by knowing the intended attachments by listening better than by guessing.

Finally, we did some research on the collected audio data to find the prosodic patterns that the speakers employed while trying to fulfill their part of the communication task. The whole ex-

\textsuperscript{3}I should add a proper reference as soon as the bibliographical data has settled to a constant value. . .
experiment can be seen as an addition to research by Winning and Quéné (Prosodic Phrasing and Relative Clause Attachment in a Three-Site Context (1998-2000): Our experiment makes no assumptions on the prosodic patterns but uses real listeners to check the possibility of communicating middle attachments at all.

Ignoring the determiners, we get the following trees from our fragment. The trees are shown in the same order as the proof nets below, the first version is predicted to be the preferred reading, the last two versions are both predicted to be not preferred at all. Notice that this feels a lot like Late Closure but only if we assume that we get a fresh NP after a P. If we assume that the P leaves the current NP ("the apple") active and only adds further specification to the type of the apple, the proof net memory load predictions are opposite to the Late Closure predictions... On the other hand, adding further specification is already a lot what Predicate Proximity is about. Maybe I am getting something wrong here, but I am sure that the proof net memory load measure cannot capture both at the same time. I think this will show up in unwanted effects when trying to extend the measure used by Morrill to cross-linguistical frameworks (see the Spanish vs. English case above).

1. CHEESE shines
   by
   apple with
tosti that
   cheese shined

2. TOSTI-with-cheese shines:
   by
   apple that
   with shined
tosti cheese

3. (APPLE-by-t)-with-c shines:
   by
   that
   with cheese
   apple tosti

4. APPLE-by-(t-with-c) shines:
   by
   that
   apple with
tosti cheese

Warning: I use a “that” that modifies NPs instead of Ns – but using a “that” that modifies Ns as usual gives only the first reading, as is shown in the last of the following five figures.
2.6 Other viewpoints from Morrill (2000)

Morrill has an interesting point to make about

"That that two plus two equals four surprised John astonished Mary."

vs. “Mary was astonished that John was surprised that two plus two equals four.,”

where the latter uses lexical entries for “astonished” and “that” like this:

Although we have quite heavy linking between the two words, the whole parse uses not that much memory over time: After a “that”, the expectations are always reduced to “S” again. The other parse, on the other hand, uses a lot of memory: We assume “that” to be just of type CP/S (and the verbs to consume a subject of type CP instead of NP) for that parse, but still we get a very high overall load due to stretching the semantic linkings of the verbs from their “that” to their quite late positions. Each such stretch causes the load to increase by two for that time, the peak is as high as seven. The proof nets can be seen in Morrill (2000).

I was planning to present the proof nets for

“John gave the book that Mary hated to Hans”

and “John gave Hans the book that Mary hated”

as discussed in Morrill (2000) here, but there is no special point about them: The prediction is that of those two semantically equal sentences, the latter is the preferred one, mainly because the “gave... to” stretches an expectation over some time which does not happen with the latter form of the sentence. Other measures would have predicted the same with the same ease.

2.7 Yet more examples

The first example in this section is about center embedding and taken from Morrill (2000):

(“The dog that chased the cat that saw the rat barked.”)

vs. “The cheese that the rat that the cat
"saw ate stank.")

Yet again, the memory load measure correctly predicts the first version as being easier to understand. This success is a bit relativized by the fact that the use (lexicon entry) of "that" in the second version is a quite infrequent one, so a prediction based on probabilities of grammar rules and/or lexical selection would work just as well. Another notable point is that the parse for the better to parse sentence is a tree like "S( NP(the,(dog, (that, VP(chased, NP(the,(cat, (that, VP(saw, NP(the,rat))))))) ))), barked) ”, while the other parse (if we use traces for the NP complements of the VPs) has to keep two VP’ open for quite a while. Such a parse would use N → N that S and S → NP VP’ and finally VP’ → Vtr (trace).

The second example is derived from a paper about frequency-based (roughly: lexical entry probability) prediction of Garden Path effects from a course at my home university:

"The athlete realized her potential/exercise/shoes were-expensive/made-her-a-winner/0."

and "As the man sailed the boat/isle he-smiled/appeared".

The Garden Path effect is correctly predicted by the memory load measure: The easier reading also involves less memory load. Note that the original paper was mainly researching the effect of varying the “potential/exercises/shoes” and “boat/isle” selection: Predictors based on plausibility of word combinations would for example reject VP("sailed the isle") and thus involve less effect of the Garden Path on reaching “... appeared.”; PICKERING, TRAXLER and CROCKER discuss this in detail (using an eye-tracking experiment as source of some empirical data) and suggest a new measure called informativity in their paper Ambiguity Resolution in Sentence Processing: Evidence against Frequency-Based Accounts (2000).

Informativity is a measure that takes into account that some Garden Paths are easier to recover from than others. It also takes into account the probability of knowing after few further words whether the parse is following a Garden Path. Those two factors sometimes override the predictions made by plain plausibility based accounts. Of course this is also more fine-grained than the predictions made by the mem-
ory load measure, which completely ignore plausibility. Memory load treats all words of one cat-

gory the same, so everybody may sail an isle...
3 Conclusion

Although the psychological reality of the memory load measure as described in Morril (2000) is questionable in some aspects, the predictions on processing complexity are quite good for the discussed effects. The seemingly simpler to compute related measure of open branches and nodes in PST is far less versatile, and if the general framework uses CG proof-net based parsing, we get the memory load measure at minimal cost anyway. Of course, lots of other measures and fine-tuning mechanisms for them will be seen, and lots of experiments have to be designed and conducted to check the predictions. For the scope of this course, however, the discussed memory load measure can be seen as a quite useful addition to the learned techniques.
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